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COMPUTER-AIDED SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
WING DESIGN STUDY
By W. Pelham Phillips, John P. Decker, Timothy R. Rau,
and C. R. Glatt*
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
An analytical and experimental investigation has been made to define a space
shuttle orbiter wing configuration meeting the requirements for landing performance,
stability, and hypersonic trim for a specified center-of-gravity envelope. The analytical
part of the study was facilitated by the use of the Optimal Design Integration system
(ODIN). Limited experimental studies were made in the Langley low-turbulence pres-
sure tunnel and the Langley continuous-flow hypersonic tunnel to verify the aerodynamic
characteristics of the orbiter configuration selected analytically.
Use of the ODIN system greatly simplified the handling of analytical data while
maintaining compliance with the space shuttle general vehicle requirements and allowed
the expedient selection of a desirable wing planform. The analytical aerodynamic
estimates obtained by using the ODIN system were in reasonable agreement with experi-
mental results obtained subsequently for the orbiter configuration selected. The ana-
lytical study suggested reductions in wing sweep to produce a minimum-wing-area
(minimum-weight) configuration. Reductions in wing area and sweep also enhanced the
high-angle-of-attack trim capability at hypersonic speeds. This trend, however, was
constrained by entry heating considerations to preclude wing-leading-edge sweep angles
below 45 °. Hypersonic considerations of elevon size effects redirected the study toward
unsweeping the wing trailing edge to provide increased trimmed angle-of-attack capability
for a 46.8 ° swept-wing configuration which satisfied the guideline subsonic flight require-
ments. The analytically selected orbiter configuration required minor experimental
wind-tunnel refinements to provide a viable orbiter configuration. The primary refinement
*Aerophysics Research Corporation, Hampton, Va.
was the addition of a small planform fillet to increase lift coefficients at landing atti-
tudes. Significant reductions in lift-drag ratio losses due to the addition of attitude
control propulsion system wing-tip pods were attained by tailoring the external shape of
pods designed to house the roll-attitude control system. The use of sequentially deflected
segmented elevons improved subsonic trimmed lift-drag ratios which may be beneficial
to landing-approach glide-slope performance.
INTRODUC TION
As the space shuttle program has matured, significant effort has been devoted to
reductions in system weight resulting, in turn, in a smaller orbiter vehicle. The payload
weight and volume requirements remained fixed, however, and the variations in potential
payload centers of gravity exert an increased influence on the flight characteristics of the
smaller vehicle. In addition to wide center-of-gravity excursions due to the various
payloads, other interacting requirements such as a maximum allowable landing speed,
acceptable unaugmented low-speed flying qualities, and stable hypersonic trim at high
angles of attack present a formidable challenge to aerospace design.
Definition of a near-optimum design solution to these conflicting requirements
within a reasonable time frame requires the rapid examination of a large number of con-
figuration variables. Studies of means to automate design problems such as these have
resulted in the formulation of an Optimal Design Integration system (ODIN) described in
reference 1. The derived system is a unique approach to design synthesis in that it
allows interactive operation of existing analysis programs representing the various
problem-related technology areas. This paper presents the results of an initial utilization
of this approach.
In the present study an existing orbiter design with known weight characteristics
but unacceptable aerodynamic performance served as a baseline and the body, tail, and
internal arrangement were held constant. The ODIN system was utilized to determine
rapidly a wing configuration meeting the system requirements insofar as possible at a
minimum weight. The aerodynamic characteristics of the analytically derived configu-
ration were verified by experimental studies at subsonic and hyperscnic speeds.
Also included in the subsonic experimental studies were the effects of a wing leading-
edge planform fillet, wing twist, and the use of segmented elevons. The effects of wing-
tip-mounted attitude-control propulsion system pods were also determined at subsonic
speeds.
SYMBOLS
Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements and cal-
culationswere made in U.S. Customary Units.
A aspect ratio
6 mean aerodynamic chord, meters (ft)
C D drag coefficient, Drag
qooSref






pitching-moment coefficient, Pitching moment
q_oSref 6
aC m
staticlongitudinalstabilitylevel based on _, 0C----L-
normal-force coefficient, Normal f0r¢_
qooSref
incidence angle of wing, deg
L/D lift-drag ratio
l length of fuselage, meters (ft)
M Mach number
qoo free-.stream dynamic pressure, newtons per meter 2 (lb/ft 2)
free-stream Reynolds number based on l
Selevon elevon area, meters 2 (ft 2)
Sref wing reference area, meters 2 (ft 2)
3
Vmin,des minimum flying speedat designconditions and ot = 17 °, knots




center-of-gravity location from nose of vehicle
location of exposed wing leading-edge root chord from nose of vehicle,
meters (ft)
XSF scale factor for x-ordinates of exposed wing planform
YSF scale factor for y-ordinates of exposed wing planform
Ot angle of attack, deg
5e elevon deflection angle, deg
?, taper ratio
Ale leading-edge sweep angle, deg
At e trailing-edge sweep angle, deg
Subscripts:






ACPS attitude control propulsion system
BWpV 2 body-plane (untwisted) wing-large vertical tail (subsonic model)
BWTV2F body-twisted wing-large vertical tail-fillet (subsonic model)
BWpV 1 body-plane (untwisted) wing-small vertical tail (hypersonic model)
Design P/L design payload condition (18 144 kg (40 000 lb) at payload bay centroid)
JSC NASA Johnson Space Center
Mod modified
ODIN Optimal Design Integration system
P1 semifaired ACPS tip pod design
P2 fully tailored ACPS tip pod design
P/L out payload-out condition
TPS thermal protection system
W 1 to W35 wing designations
W/40K PL with 18 144 kg (40 000 lb) payload at payload bay centroid
METHODOF ANALYSIS
An existing orbiter design, designatedthe 040A (ref. 2), of knownweight character-
istics with aerodynamicperformance characteristics unacceptablerelative to established
criteria, wasused as a baseline configuration. Thebody, vertical tail, andinternal
arrangement were held constantandthe ODIN system wasutilized to determine a wing
geometry andlocation to meet the system requirements in the longitudinal mode. Useof
theODIN system allowed rapid perturbation of the orbiter wing geometry by directing the
sequentialexecutionanddata retrieval from a selectedgroup of analytical programs.
The specific programs were chosento provide pertinent information representing the
technologyareas of subsonicandhypersonic aerodynamics, stability and control, weight,
balance, geometry, andgraphics.
Analysis Criteria
The guidelines establishedfor the wing design study (see table I) were in accord
with thoseoutlined and/or implied by the general vehicle requirements of the space shuttle
program. Theorbiter geometry and accompanyingweight statementusedas a study base-
line are indicated in table H and table III, respectively. The design criteria are further
depictedon the designenvelopeof payloadloadings for the orbiter shownin figure 1.
The requirement of a minimum designspeedof 150knots or less is shownfor an 18 144kg
(40000 lb) payloadlocated at the half-length station of the payloadbay. This payload
loading represents the maximum return payloadanticipated in its most forward location
in the payloadbay. Minimum design speed(Vmin,des) is usedherein to denotethe
level flying speedat _ = 17° and sea-level standardday conditionsfor an orbiter having
the designpayloadloading. Additional designcriteria included stable subsonicstatic
margin andhigh-angle-of-attack trim capability (O_max = 50 °) hypersonically over the
center-of-gravity range dictated by the payload envelope.
Parameters descriptive of these criteria, along with descriptive weights and
geometry data, were output in the ODIN summary reports for each wing design and are
included herein as an appendix. Pertinent information for the wings is summarized in the
appendix. These summary reports enabled the user to determine the wing having the most
desirable characteristics.
TABLE I.- ANALYSIS CRITERIA
Baseline orbiter configuration:
JSC-040A geometry (ref. 2)
040A weights (table II)
Orbiter design criteria:
Subsonic:
(a) Cm/C L (All payloads) <_-0
(b) Vmin, des (Design payload) < 150 knots
Hypersonic:
(a) _max, trim (Design payload) = 50°
(b) Ale -->45 °
at a = 17 °
TABLE II.- BASELINE GEOMETRY
fXSF= YSF= 1.0]
Overall configuration:
Area, plantorm, m 2 (It 2) ........................ 346.0
Length, nose to wing leading edge at body, m (in.) .......... 15.765
Length, nose to wing _/4, m (in.) ................... 22.453
Angle, ground plane, deg .............................
Fuselage:
Area, wetted, m 2 (ft 2) ......................... 586.2
Length, nose to end of body, m (in.) .................. 33.401
Wing:
Area, reference, m 2 (ft 2) ....................... 293.3
Area, elevon, m 2 (ft 2) ......................... 42.33
Span, m (in.) .............................. 22.403
Chord, mean aerodynamic, m (in.) .................. 15.485
Chord, center-line root, m (in.) ............. ....... 22.787













Taper ratio, theoretical .............................. 0.14860
Aspect ratio, theoretical ............................. 1.7118
Aspect ratio, exposed span ............................ 1.5882
Angle, leading-edge sweep, deg .......................... 59.998
Angle, trailing-edge sweep, deg ......................... 0.0
Angle, dihedral, deg ................................ 7.0
Angle, incidence, deg ............................... 1.5
Airfoil section, root ........................... NACA 0008-64
Airfoil section, tip ........................... NACA 0008-64
Xwing, m (in.) ............................. 18.289 (720.04)
TABLEIII.- BASELINEWEIGHTSTATEMENT
Winggroup,kg (lb)............................ 6699.7(14704)
Tail group,kg (lb) ............................. 1496.9(3300)
Bodygroup,kg (lb)........................... 16391.1(36136)
Inducedenvironmentalprotection,kg (lb) ............... 12265.7(27041)
Landing,docking,recovery,kg (lb) .................... 4301.0(9482)
Propulsion- ascent,kg (lb)...................... 10065.3 (22190)
Propulsion- cruise,kg (lb)........................ 98.4 (217)
Propulsion- auxiliary,kg (lb) ...................... 4140.9(9129)
Primepower,kg (lb)............................ 1583.0(3490)
Electricalconversionanddistribution,kg (lb) .............. 1285.9(2835)
Hydraulic onversionanddistribution,kg (lb) .............. 440.0 (970)
Surfacecontrols,kg (lb) .......................... 1183.9(2610)
Avionics,kg (lb) .............................. 2501.6(5515)
Environmentalcontrol,kg (lb)....................... 1397.1(3080)
Personnelprovisions,kg (lb) ....................... 384.2(847}
Growth/uncertainty,kg (lb) ....................... 5305.2(11696)
Dryweight,kg (lb) ........................... 69509.9(153242)
Personnel,kg (lb) ............................. 714.4 (1575)
Payload,kg (lb) ............................ 18143.8(40000)
Residualandreservefluids,kg (lb) .................... 1376.2(3034)
Landingweight,kg (lb)......................... 89744.3 (197851)
ACPSpropellant(entry),kg (lb) ...................... 3724.9(8212)















Forward Payload center of gravity/l
payload
station
Figure 1.- Payload envelope depicting loading and flight requirements
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Method
The general programing arrangement within the ODIN system is shown in
figure 2(a), and the detailed programing arrangement for this problem is shown in
figure 2(b). After initialization, the geometry program calculated the geometric charac-
teristics of a matrix of wings selected as reasonable perturbations from the baseline
shape. This information was stored in the data base by the executive program DIALOG.
The calculations then proceeded sequentially for each wing geometry. The necessary
information needed to calculate wing weight was retrieved from the data base by utilizing
the DIALOG program which also input these values into the weight programs. Weights
were assigned to the fuselage structure, to the fuselage-contained components, and to the
vertical tail and were held constant during the study. The structural and the thermal
protection system weights of the wing were calculated by the methods described in
reference 3. This process was repeated through the balance program which calculated





(a) General programing arrangement.













static margins and trimmed C L were obtained from the subsonic aerodynamics program
(ref. 4). Static margins were obtained for payload-out and the design-payload conditions.
The payload-out static margin was weighed against a target static margin of 0.03_ + 0.002,
which assured longitudinal stability at the guideline subsonic flight conditions. If this
condition was not met, the system adjusted the longitudinal position of the wing and per-
formed an iterative looping back through the geometry, balance, and subsonic aerody-
namics programs until convergence was attained. After the final subsonic static margin
calculation, the hypersonic characteristics were calculated by using the methods outlined
in reference 5. The graphics program was then used to depict the vehicle and plot the
aerodynamic characteristics. A summary report provided the pertinent information such
as wing geometry, the weight of the vehicle, the center-of-gravity locations, the minimum
design speed, and the maximum hypersonic trim angle of attack and thereby completed the
design calculations for a specific wing.
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StudyVariables
The wing studyvariables were leading-edgesweepangle, aspect ratio, and exposed
wing area. Theseparameters were varied by using x- andy-scale factors (XSF and
YSF) to depict the exposedplanform of a study wing which is represented by the dashedout-
line in figure 3 (that is, a wing planform having XSF = 0.9 and YSF = 1.3 has exposed
root and tip chords equal to 0.9 times the exposed root and tip chords of the baseline wing
and an exposed span equal to 1.3 times the baseline exposed wing span). The trailing-
edge sweep angle was fixed (Ate = 0o) and the taper ratio of the exposed wing was held
constant for most of the study. To meet the subsonic static margin requirement, the
longitudinal wing position Xwing was varied. For some of the wings considered in this
study, Ate and Selevon were also varied. Twenty-five different wing planforms were







/_ planform(y)(YSF) "--- jSF- O.90 XS_-YSr-
I._YSF- 1.3O
Figure 3.- Study variables.
The results of this matrix calculation were displayed in computer-generated maps
of combined design and performance data (figs. 4(b) to 4(d)) which enabled rapid isolation
of the effects of design variables. Based on the initial survey, 10 additional matrix points














(a) Matrix of wings considered.
Figure 4.- Summary of geometric, weight, and aerodynamic characteristics.
Ate = 0o.
The entire 35 wing matrix calculations required approximately 1 hour of computer
time. Individual assessment by conventional means was estimated conservatively to
require one-half man-year.
Verification
To complete the study cycle, models were constructed of the selected configuration
to verify the estimated aerodynamic characteristics at both subsonic and hypersonic
speeds. These models were then used to examine minor configuration improvements for
12
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Figure 4.- Concluded.
which analytical techniques are inadequate. The following section entitled "Apparatus and
Tests" is devoted to the introduction of the experimental aspects of the study.
APPARATUS AND TESTS
Subsonic
Model.- Details of the 0.01875-scale model used in the subsonic wind-tunnel design
verification investigation are shown in figure 5(a). The model incorporated the analytically
selected wing (W33 (Mod), table IV) mounted on a similarly scaled 040A fuselage. (See








(a) Subsonic model; BWTV 2 (0.01875 scale); Sre f = 0.11067 m2;
Ale = 46.8o; Ate = -11.0°; X = 0.135.
Figure 5.- Model schematic views. All dimensions are in centimeters (inches)
unless otherwise specified.
of -11.0 °, and an unswept elevon hingeline. The elevon tip chord was equal to 50 percent
of the local wing chord. The basic (unfilleted) wing had an NACA 0008-64 airfoil section
at the exposed root chord and varied linearly to an NACA 0012-64 section at the wing tip
chord. Two basic wings identical in projected planform were utilized: a plane (untwisted)
wing Wp with 1.5 ° incidence; and a twisted wing W T having the same incidence at the
exposed root chord and 4.5 ° washout. Trisegmented elevons were incorporated for the
model wings. A 60 ° swept planform fillet could be added ahead of the wing leading edge.
This fillet had a leading-edge radius of about 0.20 cm and a hand-faired section which
was tangential with the basic wing section at the local maximum thickness stations.
Addition of the wing fillet increased the exposed model wing area by about 8.5 percent.
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TABLE IV.- SUMMARY DATA FOR SELECTED CONFIGURATION
_DIN summary data for W33 (MOd)_
Overall configuration:
Area, planform m 2 (ft 2) ..................................... 378.0 (4069.3)
Length, nose to wing leading edge at body, cm (in.) ....................... 1655.32 (651.70)
Length, nose to wing 6/4, cm (in.) ............................... 2267.71 (892.80)
Fuselage:
Area, wetted, m 2 (ft 2) ..................................... 585.9 (6307.0)
Length, nose to end of body, cm (in.} .............................. 3340.1 (1315.0)
Wing:
Area, theoretical or total, m 2 (ft 2) ............................... 314.67 (3387.1)
Area, elevon, m 2 (ft 2) ..................................... 63.06 (678.75)
Span, cm (in.) .......................................... 2756.9 (1085.4)
Chord, mean aerodynamic, cm (in.) ............................... 1362.76 (536.52)
Chord, center-line root, cm (in.) ................................ 2011.91 (792.09)
Chord, tip, cm (in.) ....................................... 270.92 (106.66)
Taper ratio, theoretical ........................................... 0.13465
Aspect ratio, theoretical .......................................... 2.4154
Aspect ratio, exposed span ......................................... 2.2896
Angle, leading-edge sweep, deg ....................................... 46.825
Angle, trailing-edge sweep, deg ...................................... -11.0
Angle, dihedral, deg ............................................ . 7.0
Angle, incidence, deg .............................................. 1.5
Airfoil section, root ......................................... NACA 0008-64
Airfoil section, tip ......................................... NACA 0008-64
Weight Xcg Xcg/l '
Mass properties at flight condition: kg (lb) m (ft) percent
Orbiter landing (Design P/L) ............. 90 541 (199 609) 21.7 (71.181) 64.96
Orbiter landing (P/L out) ............... 72 397 (159 609) 22.41 (73.523) 67.096
Wing weight ...................... 7473.80 (16 476.8)
Thermal protection system weight .......... 12 258.96 (27 926.2)
Principal parameters:
x-scale factor, XSF ............................................ 0.80000
y-scale factor, YSF ............................................ 1.3000
Distance to leading edge of exposed wing, Xwing, cm (in.) ................... 1655.31 (651.70)
Landing performance:
Minimum landing speed (Design P/L), knots ................................ 150.2
Static margin (subsonic) (Design P/L) ................................... 0.0804
Static margin (subsonic) (P/L out) ..................................... 0.0280
Trim C L for landing (a = 17 ° ) ...................................... 0.7715
Hypersonic aerodynamic trim data:
Trim angle of attack at elevon -45 °, deg .................................. 45.59
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The vertical tail V2 (ref. 2) had NACA 0012-64 airfoil sections. Semilaired and fully
tailored wing-tip-mounted ACPS pods were included as model configuration variables
Pl and P2' respectively. These pods were sized to represent the scaled volumetric





(b) Wing tip roll ACPS pods (0.01875-scale model).
Figure 5.- Continued.
Tunnel.- Subsonic tests were conducted in the Langley low turbulence pressure
tunnel which is a variable-pressure, single-return facility with a closed test section
0.914 meter (3.0 feet) wide and 2.29 meters (7.5 feet) high. The tunnel is a low subsonic
facility (M < 0.4) with the capability of Reynolds numbers per unit length up to about
49.2 X 106 per meter (15.0 × 106 per foot).
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Test conditions.- The investigation was conducted at a Mach number of about 0.25
and at Reynolds numbers from about 12.6 × 106 to 21.0 × 106, based on the fuselage length.
Test angle of attack was varied from approximately -3 ° to 20 ° at 0 ° sideslip.
Measurements and corrections.- An internally mounted six-component strain-gage
balance was used to measure aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the model. No
base- or chamber-pressure corrections were applied to the data. Corrections have been
applied to the angles of attack and sideslip to account for sting and balance deflections
produced by aerodynamic load on the model. All pitching-moment coefficient data are
presented about the moment reference point location shown in figure 5(a) unless otherwise
specified. The subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients and angles of attack have
been corrected for blockage and lift interference in accordance with the techniques out-
lined in references 6 and 7.
Hypersonic
Model.- The hypersonic model was a 0.0075-scale model of the analytically selected
configuration and is shown in figure 5(c). The model wing geometric features were simi-
lar to the subsonic plane (untwisted) model wing. The vertical tail V 1 was geometrically
similar in planform to the 040A vertical tail V 1 (ref. 2) and used NACA 0012-64 airfoil
sections.
Tunnel.- The hypersonic tests were made in the Langley continuous-flow hypersonic
tunnel, which is designed to operate over a pressure range of 15 to 150 atmospheres
(1 atmosphere = 101 325 N/m 2) at temperatures up to 1090 K (1960 ° R). Air is heated
by an electrical resistance multitube heater prior to entry into a water-cooled contoured
nozzle which has a 79-cm-square (31-inch-square) test section. Continuous operation
is achieved by recirculating the air flow through a series of compressors. Reynolds
number varies from 1.64 × 106 to 8.53 × 106 per meter (0.5 × 106 to 2.6 × 106 per foot).
Test conditions.- The hypersonic tests were conducted at a Mach numuer of about
10.3, a stagnation pressure of about 50 atmospheres, and a test Reynolds number of about
0.8 × 106 based on the fuselage length. Data were taken at angles of attack from approxi-
mately 15 ° to 48 ° at 0° sideslip.
Measurements and corrections.- Aerodynamic force and moment data were meas-
ured by an internally mounted six-component strain-gage balance. The balance was strut









_: - (6. 406)
25.051 _ I
_' (9. 802)
(c) Hypersonic model; BWpV 1 (0.0075 scale); Sre f = 0.1771 m2;
A1 e =46.8°; Ate= -11.0°; _=0.135.
Figure 5.- Concluded.
Balance temperatures were continuously monitored to allow model retraction prior to
overheating of the components. Angles of attack have been corrected to account for sting
and balance deflections produced by aerodynamic loading. No base- or chamber-pressure
corrections were applied to the data. The pitching-moment coefficient data are presented
about the moment reference point location shown in figure 5(c).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analytical Results
Effect of wing geometry on aerodynamics t weight, and performance.- Summary
results from the initial 25-wing matrix (Ate = 0°) are shown in figure 4 and in the appendix.
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The resulting configuration geometries, curves of constant landed weight, wing reference
area, aspect ratio, leading-edge sweep, minimum design speed, and maximum hypersonic
trim angle of attack are presented in figure 4. In order to satisfy the guidelines of the
study, a wing is required to have the geometry specified at or above and to the left of the
intersection of the 150-knot Vmin, des curve with the curve for a hypersonic trimmed
_max of 50 ° . This projected intersection would occur at values of XSF and YSF of
about 0.75 and 1.4, respectively, which represents an A > 3.0 wing configuration having
a leading-edge-sweep angle less than 450. (See fig. 4(b).) Entry heating considerations,
however, which were used to establish the 45 ° minimum wing sweep boundary of table I
precluded the further consideration of the aerodynamically desirable wing configurations
indicated in figure 4. The nearby region containing wings having leading-edge sweep
angles of 45 ° or greater was then investigated since it should contain the wing configu-
rations most nearly conforming with the established guidelines and constraints. For this
purpose 10 additional wing configurations were added to the initial matrix. Summary data
for these additional configurations are presented in the appendix.
Effect of elevon size and Ale.- Figure 6 shows the effect of elevon chord increases
on the hypersonic trim capability of the orbiter wings included in the study matrix. These
results indicate that increasing the elevon area by about 4 percent of the wing area
increases the maximum hypersonic trim angle from 6 ° to 8° for wings having reference
areas between 210 and 330 m 2 (2260 and 3552 ft2). Figure 7 shows the effect of leading-
edge sweep angle on the subsonic minimum design speed. The lower sweep angles allow
the smaller wing areas to meet the subsonic requirement for a minimum design speed of
150 knots. In addition, reduced wing areas yield increased hypersonic trim angle-of-
attack capability as indicated in figure 6.
Configuration selection.- Two configurations W27 and W33 (see appendix) were
selected from the study matrix for further analysis. These configurations exhibited
values of XSF and YSF indicated in figure 4 and would most likely result in wing plan-
forms capable of meeting the subsonic-hypersonic criteria without violating the 450 mini-
mum sweep constraint. The configuration W27 is defined in the appendix for values of
XSF and YSF of 0.9 and l.3 and configurationW33 by XSF and YSF values of 0.8
and 1.3. These two configurations were selected since each was considered to be margin-
ally acceptable in satisfying the guidelines of the study regarding hypersonic trim and
minimum design speed. As indicated in the index in the appendix (table V), Vmin, des
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Figure 6.- Analytical effects of elevon size at hypersonic speeds
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Figure 7.- Analytical effect of leading-edge sweep angle.
2O
hypersonic trim angles of 40 ° and 46 ° , respectively, for the two configurations. At this
point in the design cycle, improvements in the analytical aerodynamic characteristics
as well as the introduction of empirical or experience factors are required to insure
experimental compliance of the selected configurations with the established aerodynamic
guidelines. For example, past comparisons with experiment have indicated higher ana-
lytical values of subsonic CL and hypersonic trim capability (ref. 8) than experimental
results for delta wings of moderate aspect ratio and sweep.
Reduction of Vmin, de s to the 150-knot guideline value requires an increase in
wing area for both configurations (W27 and W33); hypersonic trim requirements, on the
other hand, dictated a decrease in wing area or that the wing be moved forward to reduce
the level of longitudinal stability. The subsonic stability criteria constrained the forward
wing movement for both wings and thereby precluded meeting the hypersonic trim
guidelines.
A possible solution to these conflicting requirements would be to increase the wing
area slightly by using a negatively swept trailing edge and move the wing forward to
comply with subsonic stability requirements and to achieve increased hypersonic trim
capability. Additional benefits in hypersonic trim might also be realized by retaining the
present elevon hingeline locations relative to the exposed wing to provide increased
movable elevon areas. The effects of these modifications on wings W27 and W33 are'
shown in figures 8 and 9, respectively. Analytical results for the W27 modification
indicate that the target Vmin, des of 150 knots was achieved, whereas the hypersonic
°_nax, trim increased by only lO to a value of 41 o. Since the wing-forward movement
was very slight, the corresponding increase in hypersonic trim angle was extremely small.
(Compare fig. 8(a) with fig. 8(b).) Comparison of figure 9(a) with figure 9(b) shows that
these modifications of W33 produced more desirable results. The value of Vmin, des
for the modified wing was reduced to 150 knots whereas hypersonic trim capability was
extended to 49 ° . This wing configuration was selected for the experimental verification
with one further modification; the elevon chords were arbitrarily reduced to improve
structural integrity of the wing tips. The resulting configuration selected is shown in
figure 10 and pertinent summary characteristics are shown in table IV. The analytical
results indicated that the selected configuration met all the aerodynamic design require-
ments outlined in table I with the exception of the maximum angle-of-attack hypersonic
trim. Because of the reduced elevon area, the design exhibited a maximum trimmed







(a) Ate = 0°; W27; Vmin, des (Design P/L) = 151 knots;
hypersonic amax, trim (Design P/L) = 40°;
Sre f = 312 m 2 (3357 ft2).
Selevon- 60.1m2
(647ft2)
(b) Ate = -7.00; W27 (Mod); Vmin, des (Design P/L) = 150 knots;
hypersonic Otmax, trim (Design P/L) = 41°; Sre f = 328 m 2 (3535 ft2).
Figure 8.- Effect of trailing-edge sweep angle on wing W27. Ale = 50.2 °.
by some fuselage nose reshaping (not considered in the wing study) which has been shown
to provide a positive increment in pitching moment. (See ref. 9.)
Subsequent experimental wind-tunnel studies using the selected configuration were
made to validate these aerodynamic estimates and to demonstrate the aerodynamic develop-
ment required to produce a satisfactory orbiter design.
Experimental Results
The basic longitudinal aerodynamic data obtained at subsonic and hypersonic speeds
for the selected configuration are presented. The subsonic data are shown in figures 11
22
X_wing = 16.9m (55.3ft)
levon " 44.0 m2
(474 ft2)
(a) Ate = 0°; W33; Vmin, des (Design P/L) = 154 knots;
hypersonic emax, trim (Design P/L) = 46o;
Sre f = 315 m 2 (2983 ft2).
L_ Xwincj= 16.6 m (54.3if)
• 57.9 m2
_=._ levon (731 ft2)
(b) Ate = -11.0°; W33 (Mod); Vmin, de s (Design P/%) = 150 knots;
hypersonic Otmax, trim (Design P/L) = 49o; Sre f = 315 m 2 (3387 ft2).
Figure 9.- Effect of trailing-edge sweep angle on wing W33. Ale = 46.8 °.
to 17 with hypersonic data in figure 18. The subsonic aerodynamic characteristics of the
configuration selected are summarized in figures 19 to 22. Longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics obtained at hypersonic speeds are summarized in figure 23.
Subsonic analytical and experimental comparisons.- A comparison of the analytical
predictions with subsonic longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics obtained at high
Reynolds number (R/ = 20 × 106) in the Langley low turbulence pressure tunnel is shown
in figure 19. The wind-tunnel and analytical data are in good agreement at low to moder-
ate angles of attack. The pitch-down tendency which occurs at high angles of attack in the
23
Ale - 46.8°
Ate - -11. 2°
Sref = 315 m2(3381ft2)
Selevon - 63. I rn2(679ft21




Landedweight • 72398kg (159609Ib)
Xcg O.6711.
CmcL - -0. 028
Designpayload:
Landedweight - 90542kg (199609Ib)
Xcg O.650/.
Cmc L -0. 080c
Vmin,des (o[= 17°) = 150knots
amax,trim at hypersonic speeds- 46:
Figure I0.- Configuration selected, W33 (Mod).
experimental data was not predicted analytically because linear trends were assumed.
This tendency reduces trimmed lift coefficient at high angles of attack below the level
predicted and would result in an increase in minimum design speed of 12 knots for the
design payload condition.
Effect of planform fillet on subsonic characteristics.- In an attempt to alleviate the
landing lift decrement, a wing leading-edge planform fillet was added to the subsonic
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Figure 11.- Effect of Reynolds number on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics
of the untwisted wing configuration BWpV 2. 5el = 5e2 = 5e3 = -10 °
to linearize the trimmed lift curve and provide a minimum design speed of about 150 knots.
The addition of the fillet shifted the aerodynamic center of the configuration about 0.05_
forward and required a rearward shift of the wing of about the same amount to keep the

















Figure 12.- Comparative longitudinal trim effects of unsegmented and segmented
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Figure 13.- Effect of adding ACPS pods P1 on the aerodynamic characteristics of the
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Figure 14.- Effect of adding contoured ACPS pods P2 on the aerodynamic charac-
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Figure 15.- Effect of segmented elevon deflections on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of the untwisted wing configuration with ACPS pods P2 on. BWpV2P2;
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Figure 16.- Effect of segmented elevon deflections on the longitudinal aerodynamic












Figure 17.- Effect of segmented elevon deflections on the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of the twisted wing configuration with a planform fillet. BWTV2F;
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Figure 17.- Concluded.
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Figure 18.- Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics for



















/ A na I),tica I Experimental
CL, trim at a : 17° 0.77 0.66
Vmin, des 150 knots 162 knots
em/CL (Design P/U -0.080 _ -0.078 _
"} 6eI= 6e2 = 6e3 = -100
Z_ff}6el 6e2 5e 3 0°
Figure 19.- Comparison of subsonic analytical aerodynamic characteristics
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Figure 20.- Effect of the planform fillet on the subsonic aerodynamic
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Figure 21.- Some experimental effects of segmented elevons and wing
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Figure 23.- Experimental hypersonic trim characteristics as compared
to analytically obtained values for configuration BWpV 1.
Effects of segmented elevons and wing twist.- The effect of varying spanwise deflec-
tions of trisegmented elevons (more negative for the inboard segments) and wing twist on
the longitudinal trim characteristics of the configuration is shown in figure 21. Use of
variations in spanwise elevon deflections produced little or no increase in trimmed lift
coefficients at landing angles of attack (or > 15 °) for the basic plane wing configuration.
However, some increase in trimmed (L/D)ma x was noted for the configuration using
variations in spanwise elevon deflection for trim. Only slight changes in trimmed lift
coefficients were produced by incorporating linear wing twist (4.5 ° washout) in the sub-
sonic model although some reductions in L/D are attributed to the introduction of wing
twist for angles of attack near and above (L/D)max.
Subsonic ACPS tip pod effects.- Significant degradations in trimmed lift-drag ratios
have been associated with the addition of unfaired wing-tip-mounted ACPS pods to space
shuttle orbiters (ref. 10). Figure 22 shows the (L/D)max decrement from reference 10
42
to be about 1.2 which would result in an approach glide-slope angle increase somewhat
greater than 1 °. An attempt was made to assess the effects of tailoring the ACPS pod
external shape on L/D ratios. For this purpose, two wing-tip pod configurations were
tested on the plane-wing configuration BWpV 2 (fig. 5(b)) which fulfilled the volumetric
requirements for roll-control ACPS. The two configurations represented semifaired and
fully tailored designs. Addition of the semifaired pod to configuration BWpV 2 produced
a trimmed (L/D)ma x decrement of about 0.7 (fig. 22) whereas the fully tailored fairing of
the pods resulted in a decrement of only about 0.1.
Hypersonic analytical and experimental comparisons.- The basic longitudinal aero-
dynamic characteristics obtained for configuration BWpV 1 at M = 10.33 in the Langley
continuous-flow hypersonic tunnel are shown in figure 18. A comparison of these data
with the analytically predicted pitch trim characteristics is presented in figure 23. This
experimental data comparison indicates a reduction of approximately 5° in maximum
trimmed angle-of-attack capability for the configuration with 5el = 5e2 = 5e3 = -45o; this
reduction thereby produces an amax, trim of about 40 ° for the design payload condition
(Xcg// = 0.650). Experimental effects of fuselage widening and of changing the fuselage
nose camber (see ref. 9) indicate the necessity of only minor modifications to increase
the trimmed hypersonic maximum angle of attack for the present configuration from 40 °
to 50 °. Although no hypersonic data were obtained for configuration BWpV1F (incorpo-
rating the planform fillet and the aftward wing movement), estimates of stability and
control indicate the possibility of some improvement in hypersonic maximum angle-of-
attack trim capability for this configuration.
Summarization of vehicle performance characteristics.- During the course of the
present analytical and experimental orbiter wing design study, a configuration BWTV2 F
(incorporating a 0.035 aft wing movement) was developed which would essentially satisfy
the established design guidelines. Figure 24 summarizes the experimental aerodynamic
performance, stability, and control characteristics for this configuration. Stable subsonic
static margins were found for the configuration throughout the envelope which are in accord
with the preset study guidelines as is the Vmin, des value of 148 knots.
Maximum hypersonic trim capability for configuration BWpV1F is estimated at
amax, trim _ 400 for the design payload condition. This value is approximately 10 ° less
than the guideline value of 50 ° which might be attained with some fuselage nose reshaping































Figure 24.- Summary of experimental performance characteristics
for configuration BWTV2F as applied to the various landed payload




An analytical and experimental investigation has been made to define a space shuttle
orbiter wing configuration meeting requirements for landing performance, stability, and
hypersonic trim for a specified center-of-gravity envelope. The analytical part of the
study was facilitated by the use of the Optimal Design Integration system (ODIN). Limited
experimental studies were made in the Langley low-turbulence pressure tunnel and the
Langley continuous-flow hypersonic tunnel to verify the aerodynamic characteristics of the
orbiter configuration selected analytically. Results are summarized as follows:
1. Use of the ODIN system greatly simplified the handling of analytical data while
maintaining compliance with the space shuttle general vehicle requirements and allowed
the expedient selection of a desirable wing planform. The analytical aerodynamic esti-
mates obtained by using the ODIN system were in reasonable agreement with experimental
results obtained subsequently for the orbiter configuration selected.
2. The analytical study suggested reductions in wing sweep to produce a minimum
wing area (minimum weight) configuration. Reductions in wing area and sweep also
44
enhanced the high-angle-of-attack trim capability at hypersonic speeds. This trend,
however, was constrained by entry heating considerations to preclude wing leading-edge
sweep angles below 45 ° . Attempting to meet the hypersonic and subsonic guidelines
directed the study toward using a negatively swept wing training edge to provide increased
hypersonic trim capability and desirable subsonic flight characteristics.
3. The analytically selected orbiter configuration required minor experimental
wind-tunnel refinements to provide a viable orbiter configuration. The primary refine-
ment was the addition of a small planform fillet to increase Lift coefficients at landing
attitudes accompanied by an aft wing movement.
4. Significant reductions in lift-drag ratio losses due to the addition of attitude-
control propulsion system wing-tip pods were attained by tailoring the external shape of
pods designed to house the roll-attitude control system.
5. The use of sequentially deflected segmented elevons improved subsonic trimmed
lift-drag ratios which may be beneficial to landing-approach glide-slope performance.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,




The characteristics of the wings investigated are presented in this appendix.
index of these characteristics is presentedin table V.
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_TATIC 4ArL, II_ ISJbSGNIC} {h/O P[ )





H_PE_,S_IC AE_UCYNAMi_, Tr,IM UATA
T,-,,I,4 AN_,LE CF ATTACK AT ELEVCN=-45 I)EG 40.83 DE{;
53
APPENDIX- Continued
ODIN Wing W 8
[.. OVERALL CCNF|GURATICq
At,--a, PL_NF[.F,M {SF]')
LENGTH, h'.]SE TO 41Nb LE AT bCl)Y
LEr_GIH, NUSE TO ,_ING C/4



















ASPECT K_TIC, EXPUSEL) SFAN
ANUL t, LEADING EJ,JE S,IEEP
A!'_UL_, TRAILING _ZUGE SWEEP
A'_C,LE, LIIHECP,/-IL
AiNIGLC, I_CI EI=NCE
AImFbIL SECTICN, r, OCT





















_,. 04UA MA_.3 PREPEFTIES
l-L IGHT CLND II Itl;,W
u Aul TLR LNL)G (!,I.OK PL)














.5. Pr INCIPAL P_R/_METERS
X-SC /_LE FACIJF,
Y-_C ALE FAC Id/4





,,IINIIV_JP LANUING SPEEd {i_/,.,OK Pl l
_rArlc _,GIN {Sd_SJNiC) (WI40K Pt.l
51ATIC ;4Ar_GIN (SJL{,SbNIC) {_/0 Pl )





7. rlyP_k3JZIJ, C A_A'ULYNAMAL. TRIM CATA
I_[4 ANGLE CF ATIACK AT eLEVEN=-45 i]_:{; 32.57 OF(],
54
APPENDIX- Continued
ODIN Wing W 9
I. OVERALL CL_NF IGU_ATIG,_
AKEA, PLANECF,_" {_PTI
LENGTH, I_USE TU _INb LE AT BCI}Y
LENbTH, NOSE TU _IN_ C/4















CHUK C, CENT ERL I;w,_ kUdT
bHLJ_ 0, T |P
TAPER RATIO, IPr..Jr_ETICAL
ASPECT RATIC, "TriC_RETICAL
ASPECT R_TIC, EXPOSED SPAN
ANGL E, LEAOIN(_ EJbE S_EEP

























4. O_(iA MA_3 P_EPERIIES
FLIGHT CCNO ITIGN
URbl TER LNOC_ ( _/4-dff, PL )
UK_[ TEK Li_DG |h/J PL)














x-SC AL E FACTOR
Y-SCALE FAC 1OF,





;41NIMU_ LANCING _PEED |W/40K PL)
:_TATIC MAr_L,IN ISLJt$SbNICI (w/40K PL)
STAT IC MAFKGIN ISJoSONIC| IW/O, Pl I





I. HYPE_,SUNIC AENOCYNAMIC [PIM DATA




1. OVEP, ALL CCNFIGUF_ATICN
A_EA, PLANFCRP (SfT)
LENGTH, I_CSE TO _/ING LE AT BCDY
LENGTH, I_CSE TC _IING C14





















ASPECT _AIIO, EXPu3EU SFAN
ANGLE, LEAD|NG EOL, E S_EEP

























_. 040A MASS P_CPE_TIES
FLIGHT CCND ITION
URBITER LNUC IWI4,JK PL I
UI-,BI TEI_ LNL}6 (_/O PL}













_3. P_ INC, IPAL P_RAMEIEKS
X-_C AL E FAg TL;k
Y-SCALE FACTOR





,_INIMUM LANBLNG SPEED (_I_OK Pl)
_TATIC MARGIN ISUGS_NICI (WI4OK PLI
STATIC _AF_GIN (SUBSONIC| (w/l) PL)





7. HYPI:RSO_IC /_Er.CEYI_AMIC I_IM CATA





hr_Eh, PL_NP£_I v (3PTI
LENGTH, NUSE It _iNG LE A1 BEDY
LENGTh, I_CSE TO _ING CI_
_,NbL [t GIROUNC FLANC
Z. FUSELAUE
A_,tA, I_i:Il_:O
LENGTH, I_I2SE 16 IzND OF _LJD¥
3. v,l hG





T_P, _ r.AlIO, II-EO_:TICAL
_SPLCI F_TIC, lhEGKET[CAL
ASPECI r_,_Tiu, LXP_EL; SFAN
ANULE, LEAUING EOGE S_IEf_p
A_'_IGLL, TRAILING _uGE SI,,EEP
ANGLE, C I_ECR_AL
ANUL E, Ihul LEhCE
AIKFCIL SECIICN, aUuT
AIKFCIL SdCTIGN_ TIP
_,. O40A MASS F_CPEF. TIES
I LIL, I-T L.CNDITICN
J_t_IIEE LI_,DG (I_I.UK PLI
0,,61 T_ L_qDC- {W/U PL)
rps I_E I L,E T






X-SC AL i: FACIL_
Y- St, ,aL E EACTCR
UISTANCE ILl LEAUI_b EUCE L;F EXPOSFB WI_IG
u. LANDI_L, PEPI-CRMAKLE
MINIIVUp LANCING SPEEO {kl_OK PL}
._TAT [C iM_blr_ {SJI:$SON|C) Iw/_OK PL )
_TAT IC MAr,Glr, I3d_SLNIC] (_IU PI }
lRl,-1 LIPT CC_-E Fur_ LANL) IN_ (,_LpH_:I7 I]EG)
I. HYPE_SdAIL _EkOCYI_AMI_. TI_IM CATA












































ODIN Wing W 12
I. UVEw, ALL CLkF I_bRATICN
A_EA, PL_NFC_P IaFT)
LENGTH, NOSE TU ,41P_G LE AT BFDY
LENGTH, hl]._E TO ,_ING C/4
AN_,L _, G_UU/_C PLANE
Z. FUSELAGE
AKLA, mcITEC
LENGTH, hUSE IC ENb OF BUOY
3. i,l kb
A_EA, ThEOrETICAL IJK TOTAL
AREA, ELEVGI_
SPAN
CI-Iug, C, HI-AN AEkCOI'hlAMIC
Cr-lU,_L,, CENTERLII_r. RGL]T
UHUR 12, i IP
TAPEX RAIIU, TPEo_ETICAL
AbPECT i_T/C, TFcORETiCAL
ASPECr _TIL, EXP¼,SEO SFAN
ANGLE, LEAOINb EUGE S_bEP
_N_Lb, TR_ILING CUGE SWEEP




,t. O_OA MA_S PMCPEI_TIES
FL IGI_T CCNOITICN
O_,61IER LNDG (i_/,tUK PLI
U_BITEK L_DC {h/L] PLI







_. PF, INCIPAL Fa_AM_-TEF, S
X- SC. AL E FACTUA
Y-_C _LE FACT(3_
DISTA,_CC TO LEA_Ii,_G dOGE GF EXPCSF{] WING
b. LANdlw_ib PERF[W, MANCE
MINI PU_ LANCING SPEEG I_/401<. PL)
_IATIC MARGIN (SdbSLNIC} (WI40K PL)
.STATIt. MA_,IN (S,JoSGNIC| (W/C pl I
ie, IM LIFT COI:F FJ_ LANCING {ALPHA:I/ I)EGI
7. HYFEr_iJ,_LC AE_OCYNAMIC lrilM CATA


















































LENGTttt hI..,SE TU WING
LENGTH, hOSE TO 4[NG














AKEA, ThEOKLTICAL OR TOTAL
A_EA , ELEVCh
SPA_





ASPECT KA[I_, EXPUSED SPAN
ANbLE, LEAOINC- EUGE S_EEP
ANGLE, T_AILING EDGE SWEEP
ANGLE, C |HECRAL

























O_uITEP, LNL_C (W/k.LtK PLI
U,,bITLR Lh,L)C (W/d PL)
wING _E I£HT














X-_C AL E FACICR
Y-SCALE FACTOR




LA huiN,, PE_FERM AliCE
AINI MUI _ LANCING aPEED (WI40K PC)
STAI IC MARGIN (_UGSGN[C) (WI_OK PL)
_TAT IC MARGIN ISJoSONICI Iw/_ PL)





HYPErSoNIC AEKOLYkAPIC THIM CATA






LENGTH, hESE TO ,_ING LE AT BEDY
LENGTH, bCS£ TO _ING C/4
ANGL E, GRCUND PLANE
2. FdSELAGE
AREA, WEIIED
LENL, TH, I_OSE TO ENO UF bODY
3. wl NG








A3PECT _IIU, EXPOSEU SFAN
ANL, LE, LEADING EU_,E S_,EEP
ANGL_, TRAILING EUL, b SWEEP
ANbL E, CIHE£Ea, L
ANL,L E, I i,,CICENCE
AIRFCIL SECT IEN, R JOT
AIKrOIL SECTI{]N, lIP
_. O'.OA riASS PRCPEFTIES
FLIGHT CCND[TILN
ORr_l IcR LND6 (W/*OK PL)











L)ISTANCE TU LLAU_NG EOGE UF EXPUSEC WING
O. LANOINu PcRF(_RMANCE
MI41 IVHIv LANBIi%G SPEED 4W/#OK PL )
3[AT IC M_RL, IN (SJS_LNIC} (W/40K PL}
:_TATIC MAKGI_ (SUOSCNIC) (WIG Pl)
TRIM LIFT CCEt FdR LANUING {$LPHA=17 OEG)
7. hYPEr, SUN IC A£kOL)YkAMIC IkIM CATA















































LENGIN, I_USE ILl aINb LE AT 6CDY
LENGTH, hCSE TO WING C/4











A_,EA. IF¢£PETICAL Ok TOTAL
aREA, ELEVCh
5PAN
CPIU_ C, MtAN AEI_CJYNAMIC




A_RECT ,\ATIf3, I:XPU_bL) SFAN
ANGLE, LEAOINC Ej_I- S_EEP
ANGLE, T_AILID, G =ULJE SWEEP
ANbL E, blHEE&AL
_l_bL E, I_CICtNCE






















_. 04UA i_SS PkCPE_TIES
rLi_bl CCIwDII ICN
u_,J| TLr_ Li,_DG {_IZ*OK PL)
br_,blTL_ LNUb ll_/_J PLi




















•_INI MUM LANbING SPEEO (WI,_OK PL )
blAT IC ._IARGIN (SUb_fJNIC} |_/40K PL)
_fkl IC MA_,uIN ISU_SSI]NICI (_,I_ Pl I





/. I_YPE_SJN IC A_UO¥1%A_t. T@,IM CATA





A KEA_ PLAINFLRM {_FT)
LE_'WL;IHt hCSE TL; _li'_G LE _T BCDY




LENGTH, hCSE TG Ei_(] UF EL.OY
3. Wl Nb
ARE&, THEORETICAL Ct, TCTAL
AREA, ELEVCE
SPA._
CHu,g C, ME_,N AENCLJYNAMIC
C_iO_<u, CENTFRLIt_E _dOT
CHU,_O, TIP
IAPE_ RATIO, TPEJr, ETICAL
ASPECT _,aTIC, II-EGRETiCAL
aSH, C[ .aTIb, EX_LJSI=O SPAN
ANGLE, LEAO[NC _9bE S,',,EEP
ANbLE, TffAILING _UGr_ S_EEP
A_t.L £, ClrIEgR%L
AIWUL E, INCl Cc_,C=
AIRFGIL S,-CTIEN, ROUT
_I#,Fb[L SECTICN, TIP
_. U_(_h MA3S PACPEF, IIES
rLIGM! CCI_L)IT [ON
fJ:_BITtR Lt_L)C (WI_OK PL)
OK,Jl ILR LNOG (_/U PL}
_ING wE iG_T









,JISTAHCr 1L; LEAL;Ii_t, P_OGI CF EXPGSFC .ING
o. LANol i_b PL_hERM_NCE
411,_l_U_ LANCIkG SPEE5 (m,l_.OK PL}
:_IAT IC _,_At,:GIN {Sdc. SCNLI.) (W/40K PL)
bTATIC MA_,UIN {)dDSG._IC) (_I0 PL)
TFI4 _.IFI CII_F Fdl_ LANU|I4G {_LPhA=I7 DEG}
7. HYPE_SU_IL AE_,L)bYNAWIC T_iM CATA















































LCNGTrt_ I_CSE TO RiNG LE AT BELLY
LENGIH, I_CSE TO 41NG C/4
ANGL E, G_CUhC PL,_I_E
2. FU SELA_,E
A_I_A, ,iZTFCC
L_:NbIH. hOSE IU LiXD 'JF BOI)Y
3. _[N5








A_PELT K#TIL, EXPuSEO SFAN
AN_LE, LEAUIXb _U,,,,E S^EEP
AhI,.,LE, TRAILING EuCE 5_EEP
Aiq(,L _., [;IHEt;EAL
A,wbL E, Ih, Cl CLNCE
AIr,FCIL ScCTICN, r_OL'[
Ai_,FCIL _ECIIL;N, llP
_. O_0A ;',ASS FhCPE_,IIES
!i-L lu Fl CCNDITICN
U_,UI TEl-, LNCG (_,I',OK PL)
U_bI I E_ Lr,,E_ (_/u PL|









Y-SC AL E I- AC TO_.
u|STANC£ TO LEAOIr_G dOGE OF EXPOSED wING
c,. LAND|._6 PhRFI:P,M/_NCE
AI.IIMUM LANCINC, SP_:EO (I,IQOK Pl )
bTATIC NAFGIN (SJbS6NIC} (WI40K FL)
_,T_4TIL MARGIN (SJbSIJNIC) (wlO Pt}
T,,IM LIFT CLEF FLJK LAh,DING (ALPHA=]7 BE(;)
7. lIYPE,',Sur_[c AEAuI)YhAMIL. Tv,IM CaTA














































LENGTh,, hbSE TU _ING LE AI BCI]Y




LENGTH, I_USE TO rNU OF BODY
3. Wl _G








ASPECT kATIE, EXPUSE5 SFAN
ANGLE, LLAUIIXC EOuL S_EEP
ANGLt:, TI_AILIhC- tUb_- S_EEP
A_wL_LE, C [hECk_L
ANu,L E, INCIEENC_
AIRFOIL SECTICN, K JOT
AI#FLIL SECIICN, TIP
4. Og. OA MASS PF, LPERTIES
FL IL, HT CCNOITIEN
OE61TER LND6 (,_I_UK PLI











OtSTANCt TO LEAL)I,'_G EUGE OF EXPUSED ,I:,IG
6. LANUING PERFCF.M_NCE
,,IiNl/'UP LANLINb bPEEO (WI_OK PL }
STATIC .,4_kbJN (SUbSuNICI (kl40K PLI
STAT It..MA_.bIN (SUbS6NIC| I_lO Pl. )
TKIM LIFI UUEF l,d,_,LANDINC- IAI PHA=I7 I)EGI
_'. HYPE_:_U,_IC &EKUUYNAM,_C IkIM CATA















































LENGIH, NCSE TO ,_INb LE AT 6[0Y
LrNGTH, ELSE To 41NG C/4
ANbL i, G_UUN0 PLANE
2. FJSELAGE
AREA, _[TTEB
LEIWL,Iil, KCSETC 'nO UE BODY
3. _I NO






T_aPEk RaTiO, II FURETICAL
A3PECI _w_TIL, TkdLJEETIC,aL
ASPLCT ,',aTIC, EXF'uSLL) SPAN
ANGLt:, LEAOINC EOul: S_,EEP
ANUL I-_ T_AILING cuUE J4EtP
AN,,L E, CIHECkAL
A,,_taL , Ib, CI LENCE
alRk(_iL .<ECIILN, ROUT
AIffFC|L SECTICN, l IP
4. O,*bA i"iASS P,_CPEbTIES
FLI,,HI uCND ITIUN
d,,81TLF, LNDG lSI4UK PL )
Lh',tSlTeR LNDC (_/O PL)
,, l,_b ,,EIGHT
TP:_ _EIGFT








DISTANCE TC LEADIt,,G EuGE OF EXPCSFD ,_ING
o. LANJINu PEKI-Ew, M,AKCE
,,iT_IINUM LANCING SPEEO (WI_OK PLI
JTAI JC MA/,GIN (SdLtSUNI£,} |W/_(]K PLt
alAT It., M_r_GIN (SJdSLINIC) (W/L] PL)
Tt<14 LIFT CLEE F,iR LANDING I_LPEA=I7 DEG)
7. HYPE,-,3UNiu AI:I,OLYIXAPIC TRIM {SARA

















































LENGTH_ kOSE TU WING LE AT BCDY




LENGTH, _{JSt 1{] EIwD 01: BCDY
3. _I hG








A3PECT t,,ATIIJ, EXPuSEO SFAN
ANGLE, LIzAOING EOoE SWEEP
ANGLE, TRAILING EuGE SWEEP
ANGLE, CIhEr RAL
ANL, L E, IhCILENCE
AIRFOIL SECIICN, KUDI
AIRFLIL S_CT_(JN, TIP
•,. U40A HA_S PROPFkTIES
FLIbHT CCNDITICN
OR3ITER LNDE (WI_UE PL)









X-SC AL E FACILR
Y-SCaLE FACTCR
OISIANCE TO LEADINu r-UbE OF EXPCSEC wING
u. LAKDING PERF£RMAb, CE
MINIt.ldP LANCING _PEED (kI4.0K PL)
STATIC MAKGIN (SJBSONIC] (WI40K PL)
STATIL, MARGIN (SUbSCNIC) (WIG Pl)
IklM LIFI" CLEF FD_ LANDING (_LPFA=]7 F)EG)
7. _YP_,_S(JNIC _E_ULYhAMIC TRIM CATA















































I. OVI-RALL CCNF 16UR/_TICN
AREA, PLANFLkP (SFT)
LENGTH, _OSE TO NING LE AT BGDY




LENGTH, NLS_- TU cNO UF BOdY
3 • al _G
AREA, TFEUKETICAL UR TUTAL
AREA, ELEVCK
SPAN
CHU_ O, _EAN AEf_UOYNAMIC




A_PECT KATIO, IzXPuSEU SFAN
ANL, LE, LLAOINE Edge SWEEP





4. d40A MASS PF[PcFIIES
FLIGHT CCNL)IT ICN
O_I TER LNUG (h/'.o& PL)
UkSI TER LNO_ Iiw/G PLI
IP_ hEIGFT
WEIGHT (LB)








_,-SC AL E FACICk
Y-b{. _L L FAC TCg
UlSTANCE TO LEAL)ING t:ObE CF EXPOSEC WING
o. LANL}II_ PERFLr, M4hL.E
_tINIMUM LANCING SPEEO |H/40K PLI
STATIC MA6GIN ISU8S[_,_IC} I,_140g FI_)
STATIC MARGIN ISbbSCNIC) {W/C PtI
IKIM LIFT CL;EF [Jck LANDING I_LPHA=I7 I)EGI
7. hYPERSONIC ALROLYNA_IC Tr_IM [;ATA













































Aw, EA, PLANFCRM (',IT)
LENGTrl, huSE TO WING LE AT BCDY




LENGTH, t_l]SE TO [i_D uF BUOY
3. WING
AkEA, THELREI ICAL Ok TOTAL
AREA, ELEVUh
SPAN
CHOR b, MEAN AE_LOYNAM|C
CiibRE, CENIFe<Llhc _UGT
CtiOR _, T IP
TAPt-F, RATIU, TF_U_ETICAL
ASPECT _ATIC, Ih_-URETICAL
ASPECT _TI_, EXPuSEG SPAN
ANGLE, LEADINC EO_E SmEEP
AIWUL_t TNAILIhG EUGE SWEEP
A[qbL iEt C II_EL]F AL
ANuL E, IhCILENCE
AI_FI. IL SECI IL_, _UuT
AIkFCIL SECIIUN, TIP
4. U40A MASS PF(PEF, IIES
FL Iuhl CLJNOIT ICN
ow,6i TLR LNOC {W/,UF, PL)








b. PF,INI. IPAL ParAMETERS
X-SCALE FACTUR
Y-SCALE I ACICIK
DI:)TANCE 10 LEAOI,_G _OGE CF FXPCSEC WING
O. LANOIi_IG PE_F[t_MAhCE
MI,_I MUM LANCIKL, _PEEO ( _I',OK PI )
STATIC MAP ulN (SJL_SbNIC) (WI4LIK PL)
bT_,l IC MA_C, Ih (SUbSb_IIC) (_/CI PI)
[_,iM LIFT CCEF F JR LANDING (ALPHA=f7 DEC;)
7. hYPE_SL)NIC A_:r,LJLYkAMLC TF,IM DATA















































L_,,_GIrl, t_[]SE TU ,WING LE AT BCF)Y
L_NGIH, t_CSE It] WiNG C/4







LENC.,Th, N_Sr- TO ENU OF bUOY
6307.0 SFT
1315.0 IN
AKt.A, IHFO_EIICAL UR /01AL
_EA, ELEVGk
S P AN





A_PECT ,<_TIC, EXP,..JSLL) SPAN
AI'_UL E, __rAO l_t_ EJGE S,WEEP
_L,,LL, Tt, AILIN_ dUOE _V,E_.P
Ai4OL E, LIHEEH_L























4. O_OA MASS PHLPEhTIES
F L I,.,.I"T CCND IT IC_
dP.BLT_ LNDC (_,/._OK PL)
O,_OL Tcn LNL)G (W/O PLI













&- _C/4L L_ FACIO_
Y-SCALE fACT[JR





c.'_l,_IMu_ LA_blNG SPELl5 (W/,,OK PLI
31AT it. PARuIN {SJoSL]NIC) {_I40K PLI
_.TAT [C MA_L, IN (SJI_SGNLC} {WIO PL)





7. HYPE_.uNIC AE_-,ULYNAM|L. TRIM DATA






LENGTh, l_OSE IU _ING LE AT UCOY
LEI_,.,Ih, KEJS_- TU ,_t_(.,{./,_
ANL,L E, b_UUNU PLAhE
2. FU SEL AG_-
_r.EA, _ElTEO
LcNbIH, NOSE TO CNU dF BODY
3. ,_ING
AREA, IFECREIICAL OR IOTAL
AREA, ELEVCK
SPAN
Crlu_ C, MEAN AFI<dL)YNAMIC
CMUR, D, CENTtRLINC R_UT
CHtJK D, I J.P
IAPEF_ _ATiO, 31-tUr, ETICAL
ASPECI ,AATIb, _I-Eu_,ET[C_L
ASPECT ,,ATIC, EXPuSEO SPAN
AI_uLE, LEAOIN_ EO_E S^6bP





,+. C)40A MASh FhC2E[_TIES
I-L IL,kl CCNOITICN
dFol ILr, LiwL)_ (N/tUK PL|







b. Pr, iI',CIVAL P_F_MLIERS
X-bL. ALL I-ACIUFL
Y-St _LE F#CIL_
_)I_TA,'_CE TU LEAUi _U _OGL LIF FXPflSFC _ING
O. LANL) I wu FcEFCFMANCE
r4,_hl/%IP LANI;INb .)PEEL) (W/kOK PL}
_TATIC MAkGII\ (SJL_SL, NIC} {W/_{}K PL)
._TATIC 'IAr:GIt_ |SJbSI_NIC} (_/C PL)
fr, l_l LIFT CCtF t JA LAhOING (al Pl A=17 UEG)
7. HYF__r, bLJN|C ALruCYKA,4It T_IM CATA














































LENGTH, hOSE TO WING LE AT 80DY
LENGTH, hOSE IG _ING C14



















ASPECT RATIO, EXPUSEO SPAN
ANGLE, LEADIN6 EOL,E S_EEP

























4. 040A MASS PRdPERTIES
FLIghT CCNDITION
URJlIER LNOG IWI_OK PL}














A-SC _L E FACTOR
Y-SCALE _ACTUR





MIWIMUY LANCING SPEED (W/_OK PL)
STATIC MARGIN {SU_SIJNIC| IW/_OK PLI
STATIC MARGIN (SUaSGNIC) [k/O PtI





1. H_'PEKSUNIC AERL]DY_AMIC TRIM 5ATA






LENGTH, NQSE IO_IT_G [£ hi-BODY-
LENGTH, NUSE TO WING'S-f4
ANGLF, GRQUND PLANE
37_-.-9 - --
...... _SB_, 42-IN ---
_FIXED* 17.00 DEG
AREA, WETIED ........... a_TI'XED# 6307,0 SFT
LE'NBTFIV_E-_-OT r BODY - _nq:'I%qE__, O_ ....
3° WING
AREA, IHEOREIICAL OR IUTAE ......... 3_3T0.9 b_-
- AREA, ELEVON .................. _--911_Sl:'T -
" _F49_ _0-- IN-- - -
- SPAN •
........ _R_ _EA3_-A_YTqAF, fIC ........ _ I'_ IN ....
...... C HI_--C__NE "ROrFT ........... ?_Z_ -II_ --
CHORD, Tie Iiq,99 IN
.... T A_-R__CAI_ .......... .151-31- -
ASPECI PAl I0 #-__O-- SPAN .................... ] ,_t+i-i -
..... AN_FT_LEADING FOC_ _WEEP ............ _T+_7c)6 i_F_ -
....... _N_RAILING -EDGE _WEEP ........ _F_[XEh._ " - 0,,00EG -
ANGLE, DIHEDRAL '_FIXED _ 7,0 DEG
-- ---A-_F_- INCIDENCE ........ _IXEO* l,q OEG
- -A-I_Fh_IL-- _TION, --_ - " _rIXEq3* 008- 8_ "
00_t-64
_, 04OA MAS_ PROP'ERTIES
FLIGHT CONDITION WEIGHT (L_) X-CG (FT) X-CG (PC L)
ORBITER LNOG (W/40-K-P-C) i-_;-_ " 71,_12 6_,16o
ORB ITER LNDG" (-w_L) _8_- 7 3-,,835 ..... _/-,-_0
..... Q_ WEIGMI ......... 1537F_.4 " _ .......
....... _ %_:ri_-- _ ....... 267_1, 3 - .
5° PRINCIPAL PARAMETERS
x-SCALE FACTOR S_-L_X_ .qO_O
Y-SCALE FACTOR SCLY= I.I0_-0
DISTANCE _0 LEADING _'DGE-'OFErXp_ WING XOF=642;360 I-NT-----
6. LANDING PERFOHMANCE
MINIMUM LANDING SPEED (W/kOK PL) t_7.6 KT
......... _ATI_-M_F-G]N_URSONIC) (W/4OK oL) ....... -,-0_7 .....
- _TATI C--CA_G IN TSUBSON I C ) _W-/TP LT ................. :, 027A _ ....._
- TRiM L|FT-COEF FOp LA_DiNG---(AL-P-Q-A=I_EGY ...... ,6916
7, HYPE_SONTC AERODYNAMIC T_IM DATA





ANGLE, GROUND PLANE *FIXED* 17.00 DE6
2, vUsET--A_E - .............................
" ApE_..-w_'r_D ............... TFFIXE_-- 6307;0 S;T
iENG?FF, NOSE TO Er_D OF BODY _FIXE't')*-- I315.0 IN
3. WING












TAPER RATIO, THEORETICAL - .15_68
ASPECT PATIO, THEORETICAL - 2,4371
..... ASPECT _A?IO, EXPOSEh-SPAN .... 2.2940
- aNGLE, LEADING EDGE SWEEP 50.172 DEG
ANGLv, TRAILING.EhGE SWEEP- :FIXEO_ 0.0 DEG
_NGLF, DIHEDRAL *FIXED* 7.0 DEG
.... ANGLF, INCIDENCE ....... _FIXE_* ..... 1.5 DFG
AIRFnlL SECTION, QOOT *FIXED* 008-b4
AIRFOIL SECTION, TIP *FIXEi]* 008-64
4. 040A MAS_ PPOPE-RTIES
rLIG_I CONDITION WEIGHT (Lq)
O_BIYER LND_-(_/40K PL) 201665.g
ORBITER LNDG (W/O PL) 161665.g
i#ING WEIGHT 1701S;6
TmS wEIGHT 28544.3









MINIMUM LANDING SPEED (W/40K PL)
STATIC MABGIN {SUBSONIC) (W/40K oL)
--_-TATIC MABGIN fSUR_ONi-C) (W/O PL} _ '





7. HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC TRIM DATA





...... _DB A ,-PL ANFOt_r4--(SPT) ....................................... 4426._ ........
I _NGrH, NOSE TO WING LE AT BODY
I ;NG_H, NOSE TO WING C/4
^NGLF,-GROUNO PLAHE
2. FUSEI ,_GE
..... _I_A, W _ T TED--............
I FNGTH, NOSE TO E_,,F)(_F RODY
626,27 IN
889,25 IN











TAPE b- RATIO. IHEOPETTCAL
'_PE,"T _ATIO, THEn_ETICAL
_,_PE('T _ATIO. FXD/)SE,)SP-AN





, IRF:,IL SECTIUN, TI p
3707.2 SFT
614.95 SFT













a. :_.'JA '_AS _- PQOPEF_TIES
rl IO_,l CONDITION
,)FYr_IT[.P LNDG (W/4qK -'L)




















h. i Ai,_Dt',G ,,EP;O_MANCE
'_[NI,"UM LANDING SPEE,, (w/40K PL)
,._I_T;C vAF_GIN (5UqSO',,IC) (w/40K ,JL)
<TATtC .'A_GIN (SU_SOdIC) (_/0 PL)





7. _f_E,_%ON;C AFrO )Yr_MIC I,-'IM i)Ar_l




]. ; OVERALL CONF]GURATICN
AREA_, PLANFORM (SFT)
LENGTH, ...............................................
LE _NG.T_H__NQSE TO.WING C/4 ......





AREA_ WETTED *FIXED* 6307°0 SFT
*FIXED* 1315.0 INLENGTH_ NOSE TO END CF BODY
3. WING
AREA, TPEORETICAL OR TOTAL







ASPECT RATIOt EXPOSED SPAN






















AIRE_IL SECTICN, ROOT *FIXED* 008-64
TI P ................................................* F! X_E.D,...._QOB-6__ ....
4. 04OA MASS PROPERTIES
FLIGFT CONDITION WEIGHT (LB} X-CG EFT) X-CG (PC LI
ORBITER LNDG (WI40K PL) _05097.B 72.652 66.301
ORBITER LNDG (WIO PLI 165097.8 75.274 68.693








EDGE O_XPOSED _W_I_NG...............X_O_F_=580, 70.4 IN .....
6. LANDING PERFORMANCE
MINIMUM LANCING SPEEG (WI40K PL|
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC) [WI4OK PL)
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC) (W/O PL)




DEG} .................. .6537 ...........
7. HYPERSCNIC AEROCYNAPIC TRIM DATA




AREA_ PLANFORM (SFTI " 4326.0
LENGTH_ NOSE TO WING_ LE AT BODY 601.69 I N
...... ANGLE, . GROUND PLANE *F!XED_ IT.O0 DEG
2'_ F US__ELAG E . _
AREA, WETTED *F[ XEO* 630"/;.0 SFT
. LENGTH, NCSE TO END OF BODY *FIXEDt 1315.0 IN
3. WING
AREA_ THEORETICAL OR TOTAL 3T29.9 SFT
AREAt ELEVON 592.I8 SFT
SPAN ..................................................... l Q_eS_,tt _IN____
CHORD, MEAN AERCDYNAMIC 582.92 IN
CHCRDt CENTERLIkE ROOT B56.38 IN
CHORD, TIP 133.32 IN
TAPER RATIO, THEORETICAL .15568
ASPECT PATIO, TI-EORETICAL 2.1934
............ AS_PECT_._ AT_Z.O_,.._E.__PO_S.E.._o__S.P.$N........................................ Z_.__O_6___6.......
ANGLE, LEACING ECGE SWEEP 53.10E BEG
ANGLE, TRAILING EDGE SWEEP *FIXED* O.O OEG
AI_C-LE, CIHEERAL *FIXED* T.O OEG
ANGLF_, INCICENCE *FIXED* 1.5 DEG
AIRFCIL SECTIEN, ROOT *FIXED* 008--64
............A I_RFO!.L___S_EC3 ION, T I P ...............t [ !.XE D_*___. __0_0_8" 6___4.........
4. O4OA MASS PROPERTIES
FLIGHT CONDITION WEIGHT (LB) X-CG (FT) X-CG (PC Ll
ORBI'rER LNDG (Wt40K PL) 203375.9 72.052 65.753




X-SCALE FACTOR SCLX=- 1.0000
Y-SCALE FACTOR SCLY = ]..3000
........... p I_S_T_AN__CCE__T.r) __LEA[:__IN G E_D.C,=EOF. E xpo_SED__W I N__GG........... XO F==_bO1.6_g4 I N
6. LANDING PERFCRMANCE
MINIMUM LANCING SPEED (WI40K PL| 149,6 KT
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC) (WI40K PL) -.0776
STATIC MARGIN (_UBSONIC) (W/O PL) -.0261
TRIM LIFT CCEF FOR LANDING (ALPHA=I7 DEG) .7195
7. HYPERSONIC AER{'IDYNAMIC TRIM DATA






LENGTH, NOSE TO WING LE AT BODY




LENGTH, NOSE TO END OF BODY
3. k ING








ASPECT RATIOO, EXPOSED SPiN
AHGLE, LEADIkG EDGE SWEEP
ANGtE, TRAILING EDGE SWEEP
ANGLE, L)IHEDRAL
ANGLE, INC IDEP, CE
AIRFOIL SECTICN, ROOT
AIRFOIL SECTIEN, TIP
4. 040A MASS PROPERTIES
FLIGHT C_NDIT ION
OPBITER LNCG (W/40K PL)











DISTANCE TO LEADING EDGE OF EXPOSED WING-
6. LAt_'DING PE_F(]RMA/_CE
MINIMUN LANDIkG SPEED (WI40K PL)
STATIC MARGI/_ (SUBSONIC) (W/40K PL)
STATIC MARGIf_ (SUBSOkIC) IW/C PLI
ToI_4 LIFT COEF FOR LANDING (ALPHA=|7 DEG|
7. I_YPFRSONIC AERODYNAMIC TRIt4 DATA



















































LENGTH, NOSE TO WING LE AT BODY










AREA, WETTED *FIXED* 6307.0 SFT
LENGTH, NOSE TC END CF BODY *FIXED* 1315.0 IN
3. WING
.......... AREA, -THEORETICal OR TOTAL ....................................... 3531L7 SFT
AREA, ELEVCh 573.96 SFT
SPAN 1153.2 IN
CHORD, MEAN AERODYNAMIC 51B._I IN
CHORD, CENTERLI_E ROCT " 762.00 IN
CHORD, TIP - | 19.99 IN
...........TAPER RATIO, THEORETICAL ......................................... .15746
ASPECT RATIO, TFEORETICAL 2.EIO0
- ASPECT RATIC, E_POSED SPAN " " " 2.4705
ANGLE, LEADING EDGE SWEEP 48.071 DEG
ANGLE, TRAILING EDGE SWEEP " *FIXED* 0.0 DEG
" ANGLE, DIHEDRAL " " - *FIXED* ?.0 DEG
............... ANGLE, INCICENCE ................................. *FIXED* ...... 1.5 DEG
AIRFOIL SECTION, ROOT *FIXED* 008-6@
AIRFOIL SECTION, TIP *FIXED* 008-64
4. 040A MASS PROPERTIES
FLIGHT CONDITION WEIGHT (LBI X-CG (FT) X-CG {PC L)
............ ORBITER LNDG (W/40K PLI -2034"II.8 ...... 71.698 ........ 65.430 " "
" " ORBITER LNDG (_18 PL) 163411.8
WING WEIGHT 17845.8
TPS WEIGHT 29460.0
" 5. PRINCIPAL PARAMEIERS - -
............ X-SCALE FACTCR " = .....
• Y-SCALE FACIOR
DISTANCE TO LEACING EDGE OF EXPOSED WING
6. LANDING PERFORMANCE
MINIMU_ LANCING SPEED (W/40K PLI
-STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC) IW/40K PL)-
" " STATIC MARGIN (_UBSONICI (W/O PLI
.... TRIM LIFT CCEF FOR LA_DING (ALPHA=IT DEGI
-7. HYPERSONIC AE_CDYNA_IC TRIM DATA















LENGTH, NOSE TO WING LE A_
LENGTH, NOSE TO WING C/4






AREA, WETfED ......................... _F_I3(E'I'J_---6307-,O
LENSTH, NOSE IO END OF BODY- .............. _ ...... I_3-[_-1"1_--
"3. wING
A_,,_A_R_A L 2_4 ;_-_Trl "-
AREA, ELEVON .......................... 4_/3_. 74 -SF1 _
SP-AN ........ lOS._ o4 IN
CNORD,-_I_F AERODYNAMIC .................. _6&-,_4 IN
CHORD, TIH I06.66 IN
TAPER RATIO, THEORETICAIZ ............... .]5_6_ - -
ASPEC| PAYlO, THEOF_ETIC_I_ ................... 2.7417 _
ASPECI-RAfIO, EXPOSED SPAN_ ............................ _,Sh_A -
ANGLE, LE_DING EDGE'_W-EE'P ........................ _6,_2S _£G
ANGLE, TRAILING EhGE SWEEP- ..................... _F_XEO _ - 0.0 _FG
ANGLE, DIHEDRAL *FIXED _ 7.00EG
aNGLE, INglDENCE ............. _F_XEb _ " I.50FG
AIRFOIL SECTION, R_)CFT .............. _F]XED _ O08-64-
AIRFnIL S_CTION_TIP ............. _F]XED _ 008-64
-_C,O_M_iS-TS_I:r_ ....................
FLIGHI CONDITION WEIGHT (L_) X-CG (FT) X-CG (PC LI
ORBITER LNDO (W/40K PL) |_-(}_#-0_-- - _;202 ......... 6_977
_QBITER LNDG (W/O PL) .... l_"gZ_ .......... _;5_- .... 67,i"IS " -








MINIMUM LANDING SPEED (W/_OK PL) 153._ KT
STA-flC--MA-_FG-IN (SUBSONIC) (W/kOK oL) .............. -.0900- "
........ _TATICMARGIN _TLTRSON I C ) ( WiPLT_ ................... --. 0297
7, HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC TRIM DATA
TRIM ANGLE OF ATTACK AT ELEVON=-k5 DEG '_5° 66 I)EG
79
APPENDIX- Continued
ODIN Wing W27 (Modified)
I. OVERALL CONFIGURATION
AREA, PLANFORM ISFT)
LENGTH, NOSE TO WING LE AT BODY
LENGTH, NOSE TD WING C/6




i 7. O0 DEG
2. FUSELAGE
AREA, WETTED









........ CHPaD, _TIP ........
TAPER RATIU, THEORETICAL
ASPECT RATIO, TFEORETICAL
ASPECT RATIO, EXPOSED SPAN
ANGLE, LEADING EDGE SWEEP


















4. O4UA MASS PROPERTIES
FLIGHT CONDITION
ORBITER LNOG (WI_OK PLI



















MINIMUM LA_DING SPEED IWI40K PLI
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC| IW/60K PLI
STAIIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC} (WIO PL|





7. HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC TRIM DAIA
TRIM ANGLE OF ATTACK AT ELEVON=-_5 DEG . 63.81 DEG
82
APPENDIX- Concluded
ODIN Wing W33 (Modified)
[. OVERALL CCNFIGURATION
AREA, PLANFORM (SFT| 4069.]
LENGTH, NOSE TO WING LE AT BODY b51.70 IN
LENGTH, NOSE TO WING C/4 892.80 IN
ANGLE, GRDUNO pL_A_NE......................................... __FI_X_ED* _[7.0Q - D__E_G
2. FUSELAGE
AREA, WETTED




AREA, THEORETICAL OR TOTAL 3387.[ SFT
AREA, ELEVON 73I.03 SFT
SPAN [085.4 IN
CHORD, MEAN AERCDYNAMIC 53b.52 IN
CHORD, CENTERLI_E ROOT 792.09 IN
......... 0,.._TJP ...........................................................To6 6__ !N_
TAPER RATIO, THEOi_ETICAL
ASPECT RATIO, THEORETICAL
ASPECT RATIO, EXPOSED SPAN
ANGLE, LEADING EDGE SWEEP













6. 040A MASS PROPERTIES
FLIGHT CONDITION . _EIGHT .(LB.)..
ORBITER t_0G (W/40K PLI 199609.0





_5_ _PR!.N_IPAL PAR AMETERS ................
X-SCALE FACTOR
Y-SCALE FACTOR





MINIMUM LANOING SPEED (W/_OK PL|
.......... STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC| - (W/40K PLJ _ "
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONICJ (W/O PLJ
TRIM LIFT COEF FOR LANDING IALPHA=I7 DEGI
7. HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC'TRIM DATA
i ,








1. Glatt, C. R.; Hague, D. S.; and Watson, D.A.: DIALOG: An Executive Computer
Program for Linking Independent Programs. NASA CR-2296, 1973.
2. Glass, K. J.; and Whitnah, A. M.: Static Aerodynamic Characteristics of the
MSC-040A Space Shuttle Orbiter With Wedge Centerline Vertical and Twin Vertical
Tails at Mach Numbers From 0.6 to 4.96. DMS-DR-1243 (NAS 8-4016), Space
Div., Chrysler Corp., Mar. 1972. (Available as NASA CR-120050.)
3. Anon.: Space Shuttle Snythesis Program (SSSP). Vol. II - Weight/Volume Handbook.
Rep. No. GDC-DBB70-002 (Contract NAS 9-11193), Convair Aerospace Div.,
General Dynamics, Dec. 1970. (Available as NASA CR-114987.)
4. Fox, M. K. ; Barnes, K. H. ; Harrington, L. J. ; Mauzy, E. L. ; et al.: Investigation of
Techniques To Evaluate Design Tradeoffs in Lifting Reentry Vehicles. Vol. I -
Prediction Techniques for Generalized Reentry Vehicle Configurations.
AFFDL-TR-66-77, Vol. I, U.S. Air Force, Oct. 1966.
5. Gentry, Arvel E.; and Smyth, Douglas N.: Hypersonic Arbitrary-Body Aerodynamic
Computer Program (Mark IH Version). Rep. DAC 61552 (Air Force Contract
Nos. F 33615 67 C 1008 and F 33615 67 C 1602), McDonnell Douglas Corp., Apr.
1968.
Vol. I - User's Manual. (Available from DDC as AD 851 811.)
Vol. H - Program Formulation and Listings. (Available from DDC as AD 851 812.)
6. Herriot, John G.: Blockage Corrections for Three-Dimensional-Flow Closed-Throat
Wind Tunnels, With Consideration of the Effect of Compressibility. NACA Rep. 995,
1950. (Supersedes NACA RM A7B28.)
7. Garner, H. C.; Rogers, E. W. E.; Acum, W. E. A.; and Maskell, E. C.: Subsonic
Wind Tunnel Wall Corrections. AGARDograph 109, Oct. 1966.
8. Ellison, James C.: Investigation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Hypersonic
Transport Model at Mach Numbers to 6. NASA TN D-6191, 1971.
9. Stone, Howard W. ; and Arrington, James P.: Aerodynamic Studies of Delta-Wing
Shuttle Orbiters. Pt. II - Hypersonics. Vol. III of Space Shuttle Aerothermo-
dynamics Technology Conference, NASA TM X-2508, 1972, pp. 803-829.
10. Freeman, Delma C., Jr.; and Ellison, James C.: Aerodynamic Studies of Delta-Wing
Shuttle Orbiters. Pt. I -' Low Speed. Vol. HI of Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamics




-]_ OVERALL CONFIOURATION -
AREA, PLANFORM (SET)
LENGTH9 NOSE TO WING LE AT-B_DY





....... *F[XEI)* 17.00 DEG
2. FUSELAGE
AREA, WETIED ........ _FF]XE-I_- _3(F?_usrFT
LENBTH, NOSE I0 END OF BODY - _FgIXE-D_- Ir3]_--]_-
3. WIN5
AREA, TH__R-I'OI'-AL ................... _FOB_,_T
AREA, ELEVON ..................... 473,74 S-_F'I_
SPAN ............ I08_.4 IN -
CHORD,--_-AERODYNAMIC ........ 466.34 IN
CHORD, CENI[RLINE-ITO-C)I_ .............
....6_5.10 IM
CHORD, TIM 106o66 IN
TAPER RATIO, THEOPETICAL .................... .I5_6A "
ASPEC1 RAflO, IHEOI_ETICE ................... _.7417
ASPEC| RA_IO, EXPOSED SPAN-_ ................ _oS80_ "
ANGLE, L__='IZY_F-gWEEg ........ _6,A75 DEG
ANGLE, TRAILING EGGEEflEF__ ................. _rlXEO_ " O.ODFfi-
ANGLF, DIHEDRAL *FIXEO* 7.00FG
ANGLE, INCIDENCE ................ *FIXED* - 1,5 DFG
_IRFOIL SECTION, _OOT .... _FIXEO* 008-64
_OTC_'EL'TID_i_IP ..... _FIXE0* 008:6a
--_. 04UA MASSPRO]_ERTIE-S _ .......
FLIGHI CONDITION WEIGHT (L_} X-CG (FT) X-CG (PC L)
ORBITER--[NDO (W/4oK-hL)--_q_ _ ?-1._02 6#,977
nQBITERI£ND_(W/O PL} .... 13_g_/70_6 ........ _,54_3 67,i15 "
wIN_EIG_ .............. __ .......
TPS WEIGHT ........... 270_6.2 .....
5, PRINCIPAL PARAMETERS
X-SCALE FACTOR ............ SCLX= .80000
Y-SCALE E_CTOR SCLY= 1.3000 -
nlSTANCE TO LEADING EDGE OF EXPOSEq WiNG ...............XOE=663.696 IN
6, LANDING PEREOEMANCE
MINIMUM L_NDING SPEED (W/40K PL) 153.8 KT
. -[[ --_<fA-TFC--M-A_-CI_(SU_SONXC) (W/40K oL)--_j _ j..... ".OOO0
-OA¥1C-MARG|N -(SUBSONIC) (W/_--PL_ --- _.0297 -
7. HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC TPIM DATA






LENGTFt NOSE TO WING LE AT BOCY




LENGTH, NOSE TO END CF BODY
3. WING






TAPER RATICt IHEORET ICAL
_SPECT RATIO, THEORETICAL
ASPECT RAT IDt EXPOSED SPAN
ANGLE, LEACIhG EDGE SWEEP





4, C4OA MASS PROPERIIES
FLIGHT CONDITION
ffRBITFR LNOG (WI4OK PL)











DISTA_C c_ TC LEADING EDGE EF EXPOSEC kING
6. LANDING PERFCRFA_CE
MININUM LANDING SPEED (W/4OK EL)
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC) {WI_OK PL)
STATIC MARGI_ (SUBSONIC) (W/C PL)
T_IM LIFT COEF FOR LANDING (ALPHA=IT DEG)
7. FYPERSC_NIC AERCDY_!AMIC TRIM CATA

















































LE/_GTH, NOSE TO WING LE AT BCCY




LENGTH, NOSE TO END CF BODY
3. WING








ASPECT RATIO, EXPOSEC SPAN
ANGLE, LEAOII_G EDGE SWEEP
ANGLE, TRAILIKG EDGE SWEEP
ANGLE, DIHEDRAL
AKGLEt I NC ICEt_CE
AIRFOIL SECTION, ROOT
AIRFOIL SECTION, TIP
4. 040A _ASS PROPERTIES
FLIGHT CONDITION
CPBITER LNEG (WI40K PLI











DISTANCE TO LEADING FOGE OF EXPOSED kING
6. LANDING PERFORt_AI_CE
MINIMUM LA/_DIRG SPEEC {WI40K Ft|
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSr)N[C} (WI40K PL}
STATIC MARGIN {SUBSONIC) {WIC PL}
T_I M LIFT COEF FOR LANDING {ALPHA=IT CEG)
7, I_YPERSONIC AERODYNAMIC TRIM CATA














































ODIN Wing W27 (Modified)
1. OVERALL CONFIGURATION
AREA, PLANFORM (SFT)
LENGTH, NOSE TO WING LE AT BODY
LENGTH, NOSE TO WING C14
















..... ... CHPRD_ SiP
TAPER RATIU-, THEORETIcAL
ASPECT RATIO, TFEORETICAL
ASPECT RATIO, EXPOSED SPAN
ANGLE, LEADING EDGE SWEEP




















4. O4OA MASS PROPERTIES
FLIGHT CONDITION
ORBITER LNOG (WI4OK PL)


















MINIMUM LANDING SPEED (W/40K PL|
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC| (W/4OK PL)
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC) {WIO PL|





7. HYPERSONIC AEROOYNAPIC TRIM DATA
TRIM ANGLE OF ATTACK AT ELEVON=-._ DEG . 40.81 OEG
82
APPENDIX- Concluded
ODIN Wing W33 (Modified)
I. OVERALL CCNFIGURATION
AREA, PLANFORM (SFI'|
LENGTH, NOSE TO WING LE AT BODY





*E i_X_ED___ __=i.7.;00= D_E_G
2. FUSELAGE
AREA, WETTED




AREA, THEORE-i[CAL-OR-TOrAL ............................................. 3387_-ISFT--
AREA, ELEVON 731.03 SFT
SPAN 1085.4 IN
CHORD, MEAN AEREUYNAMIC 536.52 IN
CHORD, CENTERLI_E ROOT 192.09 IN
CHORD TIP
................, .......................................... E0_._66LN
TAPER RATIO, THEOI_ETICAL .13665
ASPECT RATIO, THEORETICAL
ASPECT RATIO, EXPOSED SPAN
ANGLE, LEAOING EDGE SWEEP












4. O40A MASS PROPERTIES
ORBITER L;WDG (W/4OK PLI 199609.0 11.[8[






_5_ PR!NCIPA L PARAMETERS
X-SCALE FACIOR
Y-SCALE FACTOR





MINIMUM LANOING SPEED (W/40K PLI
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC) IW/6OK PL)
STATIC MARGIN (SUBSONIC) IW/O PLI
TRIM LIFT COEF FOR LANDING (ALPHA=IT DEG)
HYPERSONIC AERODYNAMICIRIM DATA7.







1. Glatt, C. R.; Hague, D. S., and Watson, D.A.: DIALOG: An Executive Computer
Program for Linking Independent Programs. NASA CR-2296, 1973.
2. Glass, K. J.; and Whitnah, A. M.: Static Aerodynamic Characteristics of the
MSC-040A Space Shuttle Orbiter With Wedge Centerline Vertical and Twin Vertical
Tails at Mach Numbers From 0.6 to 4.96. DMS-DR-1243 (NAS 8-4016), Space
Div., Chrysler Corp., Mar. 1972. (Available as NASA CR-120050.)
3. Anon.: Space Shuttle Snythesis Program (SSSP). Vol. II - Weight/Volume Handbook.
Rep. No. GDC-DBB70-002 (Contract NAS 9-11193), Convair Aerospace Div.,
General Dynamics, Dec. 1970. (Available as NASA CR-114987.)
4. Fox, M. K.; Barnes, K. H.; Harrington, L. J.; Mauzy, E. L.; et al.: Investigation of
Techniques To Evaluate Design Tradeoffs in Lifting Reentry Vehicles. Vol. I -
Prediction Techniques for Generalized Reentry Vehicle Configurations.
AFFDL-TR-66-77, Vol. I, U.S. Air Force, Oct. 1966.
5. Gentry, Arvel E.; and Smyth, Douglas N.: Hypersonic Arbitrary-Body Aerodynamic
Computer Program (Mark HI Version). Rep. DAC 61552 (Air Force Contract
Nos. F 33615 67 C 1008 and F 33615 67 C 1602), McDonnell Douglas Corp., Apr.
1968.
Vol. I - User's Manual. (Available from DDC as AD 851 811.)
Vol. II - Program Formulation and Listings. (Available from DDC as AD 851 812.)
6. Herriot, John G.: Blockage Corrections for Three-Dimensional-Flow Closed-Throat
Wind Tunnels, With Consideration of the Effect of Compressibility. NACA Rep. 995,
1950. (Supersedes NACA RM A7B28.)
7. Garner, H. C.; Rogers, E. W. E.; Acum, W. E. A.; and Maskell, E. C.: Subsonic
Wind Tunnel Wall Corrections. AGARDograph 109, Oct. 1966.
8. Ellison, James C.: Investigation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of a Hypersonic
Transport Model at Mach Numbers to 6. NASA TN D-6191, 1971.
9. Stone, Howard W.; and Arrington, James P.: Aerodynamic Studies of Delta-Wing
Shuttle Orbiters. 1_. II - Hypersonics. Vol. III of Space Shuttle Aerothermo-
dynamics Technology Conference, NASA TM X-2508, 1972, pp. 803-829.
10. Freeman, Delma C., Jr.; and Ellison, James C.: Aerodynamic Studies of Delta-Wing
Shuttle Orbiters. Pt. I -" Low Speed. Vol. HI of Space Shuttle Aerothermodynamics
Technology Conference, NASA TM X-2508, 1972, pp. 785-801.
84 NASA-C,,ng1_y,,974L-9099
